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xmtrod(k:tion
On* of the aajor problems of United States agrlcultxire
la the excess of resources, essentially labor and land.
Natural manpower requirements are expected to Increase by
about one-fourth by 1975» however# employment of farmers and
farm workers may be nearly one-fourth below the 196k level
even under conditions of full eiQ>loyaent (103* p. 52). Haa*
power needs in the non^agrlcultural seetors are ezpeeted to
Inerease, except for the nlnlng Industry with a projected
constant level of eaploynent (103« p. 52 )• Under the assump*
tlon that production due to Increased technology will continue
to exceed needs arising from population growth and from domes
tic and foreign demands, projections indicate that the United
States will be able to satisfy all its agricultural needs In
1980 with about 50 million fewer crop acres than in 1962 (9i>,
p« 3}« This excess of agricultitral resources causes them to
receive a comparatively low return. The average per oi^ita
Income In 1961 was #1373 to a farm worker colored to tZJkj
to a non^fara worker (7^, p. 362). a 1965 study of the United
Statos Borth Central Region observed that the I959 situation
on a per farm basis 2*eceived negative residual earnings to
land when capitalized into a value per acre (76, p. In
this study, labor and capital were Imputed a retxim equal to
their opportunity costs.
The coB^aratively low retxim to these excess resouroes of
land and labor create an Incentive for farnera to find «i al
ternative use for these resources which could jrleld a higher
return* One possible alternative Is the private ownership
and operation of private outdoor recreation enterprises. This
aXtamatlve be especially fitted to the characteristics of
low productive lands (100« p* 1)» This study will deal with
tbaae far« reoreatlon ente3T)rlae« and will atteaqpt to deter
mine how and to irtiat extent thl® Is a viable eoonomloal alter
native use of the projected exoess far* resources.
The Problen and Its Sotting
Due to the Increased deaand for recreation brought about
by such factors as the Increase In population, leisure tlrae,
disposable Income per os^lta and mobility, the public Is In
creasingly aooeptlng the Idea of recreation at a fee (8,
p. 9). Beoent legislation has been aimed at encouraging
private landowner developiBents of this saature by offering
technical and flnanol«Q. asslstanoe. For exasple,
"Under Title IV of the Pood and Agriculture Act
of 1962, the Farmers Home Administration may zaake
loans to Individual farmers who are unable to get
needed credit elsewhere for development of outdoor
recreation enterprises. The owner-operator of a
family farm may borrow up to $60,000 to purchase
land, construct fish ponds or cabins, develop a hunt
ing preserve or a picnic and camping area, or provide
other facilities for outdoor recreation. A borrower
may have up to ^0 years to repay a loan secured by
real estate 1 the Interest rate Is 5 percent" (77#
p. 59).
However, deioand factors alone are not nearly enough to
insure the ultinate success of such an enterprise. Besides
recognising the basic elements of increasing deiBfimd, an indi»
Tidual Kust evaluate these in respect to his own situation*
These factors are hie^y interrelated and are significant only
if ths indiTidual location fits the conditions. The location
•ust be within a certain tiae distance fron a population
center with the time varying as to type of recreation facility
(71t P* 2^}. Adequate travel conditions srust exist and the
type of facility must also be dependent on the wants of the
public. These are some of the conditions that qualify the
characteristics of demand.
On the other hand* the Individual must consider supply
factors sttoh m the suitability of his property for altema*
tiT« types of recreation facilities and the type and anoimt
of ooapetitive facilities (81, p. 4). Closely entwined with
these factors are the costs of Investment and operation to be
balanced against expected returns.
The problem facing private landowners is primarily the
lack of adequate information to be used in evaluating a pri*
vate recreation enterprise as an alternative use of his re
sources. This problem is enhanced by the difficulty in
measuring the actual demand and value of reereatioa* The
economic li^act of other factors such as location, advertise
Ing, leval of investment, customer characteristics and traits
of the manager and enterprise are recognised as important.
Objectives
This study of farror owned and operated recreation enter-*
prises In the state of Iowa Is an atteaptt (1) to deteralne
the success and failure eXeaenta of these enterprlsaa, aone*
thln^ of the relative aagnltude of these elements and (2)
to proTlde a basis for suggesting aore detailed research In
the field of outdoor recreation In Iowa. In pursuing these
obJeetlTeSf soaie of the eleoents to be examined are the
effects of location, advertising and level of Investment on
net revenue and the managerial traits as well as traits of the
enterprise. Certain customer characteristics are also ezaaln*
ed In an attempt to delineate the distinguishing eharacter*
Istlcs of the demand population for each recreation type.
It la hoped that the results of this study will be use*
ful to farmers contemplating a recreation enterprise as well
as provide helpful Information to operators who have already
undertaken such enterprises.
Procedures
Initial steps In this study consisted of examination of
available literature pertinent to outdoor recreation. The
major portion of the literature was obtained from the reports
of the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission and
studies done by Resources For the Future and the Economic
Research Service of the United states Department of Agriculture.
The only Information aTallable In Iowa was a survey of recrea
tion facilities conducted by the state Faraiers Hone Adslnistra-
tlon and Soil Conservation Service in 1962. This survey
provided an estimate of the nuaber of saoh enterprises In th«
state and of the various types of facilities provided.
The first survey questlonnalr® (FPl, Appendix A) was
designed to Identify the naaes and addressee of the total pop
ulation of farser owned and operated recreation enterprises In
the state* The Dljrector of the Farmers Home Administration in
Zowa offered to mall the first survey to his area representa
tives for conpletlon. This was evaluated as the best way to
get the most complete coverage of all areas of the state*
Each Pamers Hone Adnlnlstratlon area representative is the
ohalman of a county technical aotlon panel contposed of repre—
sentatives fro* the county Soil Conservation Service, Farmers
Hom Administration, Agricultural Stabilization and Conserva
tion Service, Extension Service and the area representative
of the State Conservation Cominlsslon. It was assumed that
this group of people would have the most complete knowledge
of rural recreation enterprises in each county and for the
state as a whole. A meeting of the Story County Technical
Action Panel was attecuied and a copy of the proposed Question*
nalre was presented as a pretest for questions, oomsent and
crltlcis*. It was then revised and taken to the Farmers Bome
Adnlnlstratlon for mailing. The resulting population was
separated by county and the elimination factors were checked
against th© limitations of th« stud/* Th« popiilatlon passing
the screening test amounted to 65 fanaer-^wned or operated
recreation enterprises. This number was sufficiently saall to
use the total population In the study.
the analytleal objectives of the study were considered
and than the saoond survey questionnaire was designed for a
personal interview with each of the operators to facilitate
the collection of the necessary data. The analytical frana*
work was then applied to these data and the results obtained.
Sequence of Analysis
The findings of this study are presented In the follow*
ing chapters. The first deals with the nature of private
outdoor recreation enterprises and is divided into two aaJor
Motions< (1) oharaoteristlos of outdoor recreation enter*
prlsest and (2) extent and nature of Iowa fan outdoor reorea*
tion enterprises. The next chapter presents the analytical
fraaework and Its basis. The next chapter contains the appll*
cation of the analysis and Its results. The final chapter
contains the suzsmry* conclusions and recoiUBendatlons.
NATURE OF PRIVATE OUTDOOH HBCHEATION BNTERPHISM
The concept of outdoor recreation la very diversified
Includes everything from viewing the landscape to a trip to
Alaska for a bear hunt (68, p. 9), The problea of atudylng
outdoor recreation can be stated in the words of the Outdoor
Recreation Beaoureec Bevlev Commission, "the dominant problem
In approaching a study of outdoor recreation Is threefold1 the
broad range of human activities involved1 the diversity of
resources necessary to enjoyment of these activities 1 and the
differences In Investment required" (68, p. 9).
Limiting a study to only recreation facilities on farms
allows more specific conclusions regarding the eooaomlo feaal«
blllty of these enterprises to provide an altertmtlve use for
excess agrlcuitural land. Studying only the income producing
facilities provides an economic measure through the use of
levels of investment ai^ returns. This is the basis for defin
ing the population of this study as those recreation faclli*
ties provided by farm owners or operators for use of the gen-
eral public in the outdoors and at a fee.
General Characterlstios
The essential elements and chamoterlstloa of a auooets*
ful outdoor recreation enterprise are numerous and vary some-
what with the type of facilities ai^ilable. The first of these
oharacteristica is demuid.
8fiSasM £SZ rgcr»>tion
The recent increased interest in the private ownership
and operation of outdoor recreation enterprises Is primarily
due to the awareness of increased demand. Factors contribute
Ing to this Increase are population* leisure tine* disposable
ineoae per capita and aobility* Figure 1 thoire the projee*
tlons of these faetors to the years 1976 2000 eompared to
1955 And I960. This ms the basis for a projection that the
deaand for recreation in the year 2000 wottld be at least three
tines the amount in I960* Present facilities are extreaiely
Inadequate for this Increased demand (3, p. 1).
An economic analysis of deaand for recreation Is a sub
ject of much debate as to procedures. Clawson and Knetseh
suggest that perhaps a first kind of study into recreation
demand is research to determine the best methods of oolleot*
ln« data (16, p. 256). Demand depends on the proferenoe of
the ottstoBers so demand research will use the customer or
household as the basic unit (1?, p. 13). The enterprise
operators are the only authority on the characteristics of
the customers of the various types of recreation. A deaand
study would benefit by concentration on the customer group
prevalent to each certain type of recreation. An inventory of
the number of customers per year correlated with the develop*
ment of the facilities available would give an approximation
of the impact of demand on recreation facilities.
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Location of r<cr>»tion1
Loc&tion is a primary factor in evaluating the effects
of demand on amy given recreation enterprise. Clawson defines
three categories of recreation facllltlos in relation to use
and distance (14, p. 9). One Is *'u8er»orlented'* whose niost
important charmeterlstie is quick acoessibility. Such areas
do not hare to possess any original beauty or other unique
natural eharmcteristios. At the other extreae are "resowoe*
based" areas. The importance is on natural qualities and not
location such as national parks and forests. Between the two
extremes are "interffiedlate" areas. These are within a couple
of hours driving for most users. Most private recreation
enterprises fall Into the user-oriented or intermediate areas.
Therefore the location of such an area in relation to the else
of a nearby population oenter is very ia^rtant (17» p. 25).
AdTcrtl.UM
Different types of recreation draw different kinds of
eustoaers. Advertising would be aost beneficial if directed
toward the type of people noat likely to participate. Kost
private recreation operators rely prioarily on word-of-nouth
advertising and outdoor signs (35, p. 8| 38, p. 11). Use of
other types of advertising could be econoalcalt especially if
directed toward the nost prospective oustoaers*
W^aag^yj^l traits
Character traits are also iiq)orta&t to the aanager of a
11
successful entojrprlss {^3f P« 1^)* Ths operator saust hAVft ft
friendly outgoing personality In dealing with his otistoners*
Ue sust also hare certain assets as a business man such as
personal knowledge of the types of recreation offered, soine
general business ezperlenoe or ability and Individual Inltla*
tlTe. For sons types of recreation* personal appearance, such
as dress and poise« nay create an iapresslve reaction fros
pxt>spectlTe customers. Extrenes In age of the operator are
not a severe handicap but nay have an Inportant bearing on
choosing among alternative types of facilities to be offered.
Traits of enterprise
Besides the BaJiager himself, the enterprise requires
certain characteristics (43# p. 32). A neat and clean appear*
anM of the grounds and general area is a definite asset for
w>st types of recreation areas. 3one types of enterprises
aay be greatly benefltted by a unique eharaoterlstlo attrao*
tlon such as natural beauty or some unconnon elenent. The
attitude of the neighbors toward the enterprise may determine
the success or failure of some enterprises and this should be
a consideration in choosing among the possible alternative
types. A concession stand or snack bar can be a very econom
ical wgr to Increase Income and also customer x)artlclpatlon
in certain types of enterprises. Other characteristics that
can bo essential to the successful enterprise are advertising
and conditions of accessibility. These tend to be inter*
12
related to the extent that custoMre usually travel the
easiest route to a location and if this route is well narked,
this will give the initial impression of a friendly and a
helpful ataosphere to the first^tine oustoner.
Extent and Nature of Xowa Para Outdoor Recreation Enterprises
The Majority of farm recreation enterprises In Iowa are
relatively new in existence. Table 1 Illustrates that 6?
percent of the total number reported In this study had been
in operation less than five years. Also illustrated are the
various types of enterprises contained within the state and
the nttnA>era of each. The facilities of ca^> grounds vary fron
land rented for lakeside eablns to a grassed area along a
secondary highway used prioarlly for field sports, picnicking
and tent oaaplng.
Tlie fishing waters include lakes, rivers and Mtn^made
ponds* Kany of these areas Include other facilities such as
picnicking and casing areas, boat rentals and concession
stands •
The water sports area is a aarina which includes sales,
service and rental of water sports equipnent, oasping areas,
guide service for fishing and a restaurant*
Hunting areas are natural aireas with leased hunting
rlfi^its for saall gaae with the exception of one area which
offers the hunting of wild boar.
13
Table 1. Farmer owned and operated outdoor recreation enter
prises in Iowa 1965
Typo of
enterprise Number®
Hiunber .
surveyed®
Number
less than
5 years old®
Caaqp grounds k 2
Pithing waters 12 10 9
Water sports areas 1 1 X
Hunting areas 4 4 X
Biding stables 3 3 1
Winter sports areas 2 1
Vacation farms 10 6 7
Shooting preserves k k 3
Field sports areas 2 2 I
Natural, scenic or
historical areas 1 1 1
Golf courses 2 1 2
Total ^5 37 30
20 of the original 65 observations were eliminated be
cause s (1) not farmer owned or operated, (2) no actual
enterprise in existence, or (3) enterprise ceased to
operate prior to 1962.
dumber of completed queetionnalres. None were completed
when operators refused to answer or on enterprises oper*
ating less than one complete season*
c.Computed from original ki obserrations.
Riding Btableo are similar In natuM. Their faeilltlas
offer casual riding, riding Instructions and boardlns of
private horses.
The winter sports area Is a ski slope which rents equlp-
aent and proTidea a ton rope as a substitute ski lift.
Vacation fans vary greatly. Some are only for children
and come aeoomodate the whole family* Other faollltles in«*
elude swlBOTlng, horseback riding* hiking trails, picnic areas,
fishing and other games and actlYltles.
Shooting preserves are another homogeneous type* Paclli*
ties Include snail game, water fowl and trap shooting. Some
are expanding to Include other facilities such as camping and
fishing.
The field sports areas are a trap shooting enterprise and
a miniature golf course that also includes a batting cage^ go*
cart track and various rides for children.
The other two areeui are an 18 hole golf courfio and a
scenic cave.
Certain types of these enterprises* especially faro vaoa«»
tions, dsraw almost solely on the large cities for their cus
tomers. There are ten vacation farms in Iowa who draw custom-
ers primarily from Chicago, Omaha and Des (volnes. Many other
farmers in the state are contemplating an enterprise of this
type and preaent operators aay that coBpetitlon for customers
is vary strong* Other types of enterprises also have ce^eti«
tlon for customers. Hunting, fishing and camping areas are
15
highly ooi^etitlTe with state owaed recreation facilities.
These operators say that this is usually the roughest oompetl-*
tlon because the charge for state owned recreation la either
rery aaaJLl or none. County Conservation Boards are presently
establishing county parks and recreation areas using lands
within the county* Those areas are providing free recrea
tion facilities which provide a great deal of eoa^tltlon for
the private recreation enterprises near these areas*
The fees charged by the enterprises within the state do
not vary with any set pattern. All lying within a narrow
range, as Illustrated in table 2, they are co^arative to
other areas in the United States (35t p» 9> 71# P» ^0).
Table 3 indicates the average number of custoaers per
year for each type of recreation area. This gives an Indlca*
tlon of the relative capacity of the enterprises located with*
In the state and possibly a trend of their developBOnt over
the five-year time period. However» attea^tlng to analyse
development of existing enterprises from table 3 clouded
the changing nuaber of enterprises.
Htmting areas are quite homogeneous in nature and custom-
er numbers did not change. Only the deletion of one of the
areas raised the average in 19^3 and 1964. These areas are
primarily leased to a limited group of people and the other
was operating at full capacity so no change la nuaber was
noted.
16
Table 2. Charges Mtde by recreational facilities In lova 1965
Type of Bans« of fees
enterprise (dollars)
Caa^ groundsi
Cabin* per week end 15>00
Tent Bite, per night 1*00 « 2.00
Trailer site, per night 1.00 » 2.00
Slectrloal hook up ,50 • 2.00
Pishing waters 1
Per person per day *25 « 2.00
Per pole .75
Per car .75
Hiuiting areas t
Leased rights* per year 100.00 - 200.00
Wild boar, per hog 35»00
Shooting preserves!
Per day 10.00
Guide serrioe, per day
(usually with dog) 10.00 « 20.00
Per bird
pheasant 4.00 « 5*00
quail 2.50 • 3.00
partridge 3.00 - 4.00
duck 3.50 - 4.00
Riding stablest
Per person, per hour 1.00 • 2.00
Instruction, per hour 1.00 • 3.00
Ski areast
Per person, per day
(Includes equipment and tow) 5.00
Per person, per day
(tow charge only) 2.00
Vacation farms 1
Adult, per week 40.00 • 46.50
Child, per week 30.00 • 50.00
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Average nximber of cu«to»er« of flshlns waters declined
OTcr the years due to the addition of new enterprises whleh
were of a significantly sjnaller magnitude In size of facilities,
The custoBer number of existing enterprises usually Increased
over the years but addition of the new enterprises lowered the
average.
Caiq^ grounds varied greatly In faellltles, as Indicated
en page 12. This caused the average nw^r of customers to
vary with the nuaber of enterprises and not with their age or
development* These areas also showed an individual increase
In customer numbers over the years*
Hiding stable data tended to prove the statement of one
of the operators that the peak number of custoniers was In the
second, third and fourth years of operation. The years I960
to 1962 were these years for one of these enterprises which
caused the Increased average during that tine. The 1963
average was lowered by the addition of a new enterprise and
the slaclclng off period of the other*
Vacation farms also vary widely in capacity. One enter-
prise has a capacity of only about ten people at once while
others can handle nearly 50 or 60. One enterprise also has
facilities for hay rides which Increase its customer numbers.
This Increases the average. However* some enterprises have a
complete weeScly turnover and this gives an increased yearly
total. Host of these enterprises work at near capacity during
19
thsir entire season.
Shooting preserres show the aost tendenojr toward sustain*
ed growth. Average oustoaer nuabers have Inoreased steadily
during the years (table 3) Md they seea to be drawing eustoa*
ers froa an Inoreaslng distance.
Field sports areas vary greatly In facilities and find
that the first few years are the largest In custosier niuabera.
As with riding stables and fishing waters* their customers are
usually local residents whereas the other areas draw customers
froffl greater distances or appeal aore to transients.
The natural, scenic or historical area started operation
In 1960 and showed no varlanoe in yearly oustoner nui^rs.
The nuaber for each year was approxiaately 3»000.
mie water sports area started in 1962 and deaonstrated
a eenslstent Increase in customer nuabers. Numbers for the
y**" 1962 through 1964 were 200, ^00 and 600, respectively.
The winter sports area was co]S|}letely dependent on the
weather regarding yearly number of customers. The operation
stained In I96I and had yearly customer niuabers of 200, 50#
50 and 100, respectively.
The golf course also started in 196I and has shown a
steady growth, fiespeotlve customer nuabers were 2,500, 12,000,
1^,000 and 20,000.
Table 4 Indicates the relative labor requirements for the
various recreation types. None of the operations used child
or hired labor at any time other than during the operating
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goason.
Vacation farina, shooting preserves and riding stables
are very labor Intensive during the operating season due to
their requirements of closer supervision and management, They
also require relatively more labor during the off-season*
Biding stables and nost vacation faras have horses and other
llvestook used in their operations. Shooting preserves raise
their em birds and soae provide kennels for boarding dogs*
Having facilities of this type, requires labor tine for care
and feeding beyond the operating season*
Water sports areas and natural, scenic or historical
areas also seem to be relatively labor Intensive during the
operating season* These areas have a dlsdnished labor require*
ment during the rest of the year.
Golf course data may be misleading due to the fact that
this individual enterprise eonslders most of the entire year
as its operating season* Therefore, the data for seastmal
operation would be the same for the entire year*
Other areas require varying degrees of labor, usually
dependent on how much time has to be spent collecting entrance
fees. Hunting areas usually require the least labor because
the fee is usually collected only once per season or else at
a specified time*
Table 5 indioates the range of average yearly operating
expenses for eaeh type of enterprise* These figures give an
approximation of the yearly outlay for operation and ali^ of
a2«23
Table 5. Average yearly operating expenses lay type of recrea
tion in Iowa 1965
Tjrpe of
enterprise
Caop greunde
Flshivig waters
Bunting areas
Riding stables
Vacation faros
Shooting preserves
Pield sports areas
III inter sports areas
Natural, scenio or historical areas
Vater sports areas
Golf courses
Range of expenditures
(dollars)
25 » 2000
0 • 2000
0 » 1900
350 • 9000
630 - 13000
2000 - 14000
1000 • 2000
900
2000
45000
^nfoi^tion not available,
the magnitude of operation* Hunting areas and fishing waters
nay give a alsleading Indication on the loirer bound of their
range. A few of these enterprises operate with completely
natural facilities so there is no operating expense*
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ANAtmCAL PRAKEWOfiK
Analarsls of Queatlonnalires
The first questionnaire (FPlt Appendix A) ms designed to
Identify the popuXfttlon and to limit this poptilatlon to a "wotkm
able slse. The lloltatlon to Incone producing reoreatlon
areas was necessary to allow oolleetlons of oost and reTenue
data and necessitated the elimination of enterprises that had
not operated at least one cooplete season. These enterprises
were defined to be those ^ich were open to the general public
at a fee. The limitation to farmer owned and operated enter
prises allowed e!Q}ha8ls on the evaltiatlon of recreation as aa
alternative use of agricultural resoiirces*
The seeond surrey questlozmalre <FP2t Appendix B) was
designed to laqplement a personal Interrlew with the operator
of each of the population enterprises and to facilitate the
collection of the necessary data. One of the first steps
necessary In the preparation was to determine and define the
types of recreation In which each enterprise was to be placed.
These groupings were necessary for the comparison and analysis
of the enterprises because different types would vary widely
In their oharaoterlstlos whereas enterprises of the same type
would not hsnre so great a variation. All of the following
definitions Include that the enterprise Is open to the public
at a fee.
25
X, SUft gyounda—Thla Includes areas for tent# trailer
or pack eanplng and also areas rented for vacation living sites
near a recreation area.
pi^ahing y^ters-^Water areas for fishing, owned or
with aeoess to lagr the operator*
3« Wfcter sports areas^^An area of water suitable for
hoatlng or swlnmlng. The operator has either eontrol or access
to the area. It nay also include a oarlna near fishing waters.
Hunting areas">-An area of land or water for hunting
wild gaae, small game, big game, or waterfowl.
5* Riding stab^es-*'An area for the use of horses or
other riding animals and their boarding.
Winter sports areas—An area developed for the use of
snow a]»l ice for recreation.
?• Vacation faras^^ rural area operated as a working
fam or ranch that rents vacation living accoaodatlons*
8. Shooting preBeyTes*>^An area devoted to the hunting
of pen^reared game and may Include trap-shooting.
9. Field sports areas—Areas for concentrated play
activities other than in water. These may Include such things
as picnicking and go-cart 2*aclng.
10. Matoral. ££ hlatorlcal fl£SSA—Ar«a> of n*t»
ural interest, exceptional scenery, fauna or flora, geological
or mineral interest, or historical slgnificaace.
Qolf course8-*A 9«^1c or 18«4iole golf course.
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These definitions were derived from a questionnaire used
early In I965 by the Iowa Soil Conservation Service and the
Iowa Conservation Commission. The criteria for placing an
entesnprloe in a certain recreation type was that the najor
portion of the total recreation inoooe was derived from that
type of recreation. An enterprise could not be included in
nere than one type because of the inability to separate the
actual costs and returns of each part of the enterprise from
the total. Kore comprehensive record keeping by the opera
tors would have allowed this kind of separation to be possible.
The location criteria were chosen on the basis of Iowa
population distribution. There are very few locations in the
state that are not within 30 miles of a town of at least
10,000 population. Thia would be a mazimom of about one hour
of driving tiiM to a location. Using a longer distance or a
smaller miniaoia population else would require analysis of many
population centers in relation to one location. Some of these
recreation areas are of the type that draw on local residents
and using longer distance criteria could reach beyond the
prospective customer concentration. Some areas draw almost
solely from the larger population centers and using a smaller
size or distance could confuse their locational relationship.
The questiona on euatomer characteriatica were deaigned
to obtain the moat complete objective information from the
operatora. Any other queatlons, such aa education level, in*
come level or euatomer satisfaction* would be primarily a
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subjective estlaate by the operator. These questions would
have to be answered by the custoMrs themselves to get the
true picture.
The other questions# dealing with such things as char*
aoterlstlos* cost, and revenues* wen designed to collect th*
neoessary data fron these areas to complete the proposed
analysis.
Begresslon Analysis
In the attempt to show the relative correlation between
net revenue euid location* advertising* Investment level and
labor expense, nultlple regression analysis was used because
of Its suitability to this type of analytical objective* The
"b" values obtained fron aultlple regression analysis ladlcata
the slope of a least squares regression line relating the
Independent and dependent imriables (21* p. 193)• If this
value is significant* tested by "t" values, then the two vari
ables are significantly correlated. A value for P is obtained
and tested to show the significance of the toal regression
equation.
This study was necessarily partitioned into classlflca**
tlon by types because of the wide variance in data between
types of recreation enterprises. Zn this portion of the study*
individual regression analysis of a sini^s Independent vari
able was us^ in an attaint to show the relationship of that
variable to net revenue for each individual type of recreation.
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In single variable regression* the same relationship or corre
lation is indicated and tested by the saiae methods as in sol*
tlple regression analysis. Howevert In this case, the F value
la actually testing the same relationship as the "t" test so
it can bo eliainated. A value is also obtained for and
this Indloatea the peroentage of variation in the dapandent
Tariabla explained by the indepandent variable* In «any of
the recreation types, the nuaber of observations also pre-
eluded the use of more than one independent variable In any
single regression because a smaller number of observations
reduces the degrees of freedom, which increases the test value
of "t" at each level of significance.
Analysis of Location
In an attaint to deteraina the iqportanoa of area Xoea"»
tlon in relation to net ipevaaue, data were collected for a
regression analysis of these two factors. Data on distance
and population were collected from each recreation enterprise.
A Blnlaim population of 10,000 was set for city size because
of the relatively even distribution of cities of at least this
size in the state. A maximum distance of 30 miles was set
because of the improbability of any location not being within
30 miles of a city of at least the aininua slsa. However•
an ezoeption waa made for eltlea with a population of 100,000
or over beoauaa of their size. Wie Binlaua distance in this
case was 5C) nllea* One other exception was made for the case
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studlce which were the recreation tjrpes with too few obaerva^
tions to be included In the regression analyses. Some of
these enterprises were not located within the isaxiimui dis*
tanoe of a minimoa sized population center. In order to ob*
tain a looational obserration for eoaQ>fla*atlTe purj^sast the
next largest eity aeating the distuiee eriteria nas luad in
these oasas. The values obtained are listed in Appendix C,
The T variable in the regression was the net revenue
reported by the enterprise operator for the specified year.
The X variable for location was cos^uted as follows:
X . t 2 population 1
distance 1 distance 2 distance i
The numbers 1 thru i designate all cities aeeting the criteria
for a given location. This factor* defined above, will here*
after be called the looational density. The population of the
cities Has based on I960 eensus data.
Analysis of Investiaent
Investment was analyzed in an attempt to determine how
and to what extent the magnitude of the enterprises affect
the returns. Information was gathered on Investment flgusres
for the years 1959 thru 1964. This was done with the obJec«>
tive of doing a time series analysis on investment levels.
For this reasoa» a oonatruction cost index was used to deflate
these figures to a 1959 basis (104, p. 14). The farm con
struction cost index was used because the major portion of
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Investments In these recreation exterprleea waa for the eon*
atructlon of such Items as ponds and buildings and the re-
fflodelins of these facilities. The time series analysis was
not eoapleted due to the snail number of enterprises that were
In operation for the epeoified tiae period. Deflating the
Itrrestoent figures had ro affect on the regression analyses
except for ohanglng the •'b" Talue of the X variabXei which
would be a change In the T intercept of a regression lli».
Regression analysis waa used to ahov the actual eorrela-
tlon between net revenue and the total sun of yearly invest-
menta thru the year The level of total Investaent thru
1964 gives a general Indication of the magnitude of the enter-
prise so this should be somewhat positively correlated with
net reTenua.
Analysis of Advertising
The regression analyaea of dollar expenditure for adver-
tlaing was a direct atteapt to exanine the extent of the ii^et
of the level of advertising upon net returns. Data were col
lected in a aanner so as to reflect the total expenditure on
advertising for the year in question# Expenditures for adver
tising Iteas such as slgnsi which have a useful life of more
than one year* were obtained for the year in i^loh they were
purohaaed. An eatlattted life apan wm then obtained fros the
operator and uaed to distribute the ooat over the life span.
Expenditures for other iteas were baaed on the eoat of the
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amount actually used during the year*
Analysis of Total Yearly Labor Expenditure
The analyses of the labor requirements was another In
direct attempt to analyze the effect of magnitude of the
enterprise upon the net rerenues. The waga rates for hired
labor and for operator labor were set under the assu^;>tlon
that the opporttmlty cost would be equal to that of far* labor.
The family labor of children is Included as hired labor* under
the assumption that children were not perforalng the manage«>
awnt duties. Data published by the United States Department
of Agriculture in 196** set the wage rate of hired farm labor
working 75 to 1^*9 days per year at $.75 per hour while those
working over 250 days received approxinately ll.OO per hour
(105, p. 16). These w&ge rates were used as the basis for
the analyses of labor, with |1*00 per hour as the wage rate
attributed to the operator labor.
Other Data
Custoaer characteristics
This portion was an attempt to delineate characteristics
of the demand popiaatlon for each type of recreation as seen
by the operators. The questions attempted to collect oustomar
data from objective information of the operators. Knowledge
of these oharmoteristlos oould be of great assistance in the
initial steps of a demand study using a sample of potential
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customers*
Sucoesaful panfiueer
This section nas Included In «n attempt to delineate the
eharaeterlstlos required of a sueeessful manager of a farm
reereatlon anterprlse* the operators were asked to Indicate
the traits of a successful manager of an *ideal» recroatlon
enterprise of their type.
This type of Informfltlon would be useful to a farmer In
evaluating himself as an operator of a recreation enterprise.
It would be of asslsttmce In his decision to enter the recrea
tion tmslness and also In choosing the type of facilities.
Successful enterprise
Each type of reereatlon enterprise requires different
oharaoterlstios to make It a success and this was an attaint
to delineate these essential characteristics for each indlYld*
ual type of recreation studied.
Sach operator was asked to give his opinion of the char
acteristics of an "ideal" enterprise of the same type* This
informtion would be invaluable to a prospective operator In
evaluating the aspects of his potential location and size.
SBJ2E problems
This section vas constructed to reveal the major problem
areas Inherent to farm recreation and to the different types
of enterprises. Indication of a truly major problem could
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indicate an araa for further study In an attenpt to derive a
aoXution.
Coapetition
Data ooUeoted in this araa atteaqpted to show the type
of faeillties uhleh ooapeta against the fara recreation areas.
If strong oospetltlon exists* analysis of its souroe by a
proapeotive operator could be InfluenolaX in the selection of
a recreation type.
Ftttura intantiaM bqI -dlff^rant pyyafd^ i£ aver"
This was an atteapt to show the operators* viewpoints on
the future of each type of recreation enterprise. Indication
of expansion in a oertain type could show an optimistic attl«
tilde towazd growth of deaand for that type of recreation. The
opposite could also be true.
Indication of different starting prooedures eoidd illus*
trate aore optimal starting conditions and would be quite
helpful to a beginning or prospective operator.
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ANALX3I3 AMD BBSULTS
KultlpXe regression was used to determine the slgnlfi*
oent Yarlables assoelated with net rerenoe of tmrwv owned and
operated outdoor recreation enterprises. Regressions were
also used to Indlyldu&lly teat each independent variable and
eaoh IndiTlduaX type of recreation. Certain types of roorea*
tlon had only one or two observations which excluded them from
Individual regression analysis. Therefore, these types, in*
eluding golf courses, water sports areas, field sports areas*
natural, soenlc, or historical areas and winter sports area*
are treated as IndlTldual oase studies In a later section of
this chapter. These areas were not Included in the anzltlple
regression or in the IndlTldual total regressions because of
the possibility that the data fron these observations could
change the total effect of the variables. This would confuse
the attempt to relate the effects of the individual type re
gressions to the results of the total and multiple regression*
The description of the variables used in the regressions are
shown on page 35.
Variable r is net reTenue in 1964 obtained for eaoh
serration* This la the dependent Tarlable in all the regres*
slon analyses.
Variable Is the total InTestment of each enterprise
up to and including 1964. This was expected to have a posl^
tlve effect on net revenue because the enterprises with a
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greater Investaent were assuaed to have aore or larger faelli*
tlea and therefore, be oore attraotire to tha prospeotiTa
ouatoaers.
Variable Xg la total adTertlalng expenae in ita
effaet on net roYonue ma hrpothealced to be positive. Log-
leal raaaonlng would aaaune the poaltlve effect becauae adver-
tlalng would Indicate an Increaae in public avareneaa of the
facllltlea offered*
P^tlna^.Uffn
r
*2
X.
*5
Peaorlptlon
Vet revenue, 196^
tiotal InveatMnt thru 1964
Advertlalng expenae, 1964
Total yearly labor expenae
Locatlonal density of population
Advertising expense, flrat year
Variable Xj la total yearly labor expenae for aalntaln*
Ing the enterprlee. The hypotheale that labor expenae would
be posltlTely related to net rerenue was the result of the
assumption that a sreater labor expense would Indicate eltheri
(1) wore faeilitles, (2) larger facilities, or (3) better
•MJaged faollltles.
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Variable la the locatlonal density factor obtained by
dividing the relevant population of the contiguous cities by
dlatanoe to the enterprise. This variable was assumed to have
a positive effect for two reasons t (1) nearlqr larger popula
tion centers would increase the nxuaber of prospective custom*
era* and (2) shorter distances would decrease the oost of the
recreation to the ouBtower.
Variable Is the advertising expense for the first year
of operation. This variable was not expected to have a great
effect on 196Jlf net revenue except for the cases where the
operator relied on ^rd*of*i&outh advertising after the initial
year of operation. However, examination of the correlation
matrix of the multiple regression analysis (table 6) indicated
a relatively strong relationship between initial advertising
and net revenue. Therefore« this variable was tested for the
individual recreation oategories.
Table 6 illustrates the explanatory effects of location*
total Investment thru 19^4, 19^4 advertising expense and total
yearly labor expense on 196^^ net revenue. Only 30 of the
original 31 observations were used In this regression due to
missing data on one observation.
Total investment thru 196^» was assumed to have a
positive effect on net revenue* Table 6 shows to be slgnif*
leant at tha .05 level. Xt appears that greater Investment in
facilities will return a larger net revenue as hypothesised.
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Table 6. Multiple regression results of location* total In
vestment thru 196^^* 1964 adyertislng expense and
total yearly labor expense regressed on 1964 net
rerenue for 30 observations
X *1 H X3
Value of b W>5,2 .080 -3.850 .220
1
•
0
00
Standard deviation
Sb .019 .962 .01*5 • 021
Significance of b
t value 1.902 -U.003 li.850 -3.7U
"t" value m 2.06 for .05 probability of larger value
Computed P . auB of Baiiafs <Iu« to ^gr«a»len/nnMbT of b'a
aean square deviations from regression
Co^uted P m 18.706
' (.05) • ^*7®
- ilB gr wyff CTCTffffliW
eorreoted total sun of squares
• .750
196^ advertising expense, Kj. was also assuaed to have a
positive effect on net revenue. Table 6 shovs this affact to
be significantly negative at the .05 level. Froa this, tha
assuoptlon would be that advertising was not an eeonoBical
Investaent. Bowaver, investment in advertising is more of a
long*run nature and returns aay not be in^diately forthcoa-
lag* Also, soM types of advertising oay have a life-span of
aore than one year. Signs laay have an effective life of up to
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10 jroars. This muld Indicate that first«>/«ar adTertisliis
expanse might poaslbly be nore significant. This Is tested
for the Individual types of recreation and Is presented In a
later section*
yearly labor expense, eonfonaed to the hypoth*
•sis of positive effects on net revenue. In table 6, the
effect of variable was significant at the ,05 level. This
would Indicate that enterprises with greater or better
facilities return a greater net revenue than other enterprises*
The location factor, was assiuMd to hare a positive
effect on net revenue. Tftble 6 shows variable to be slg*
nlficantly negative at the .05 level. This seems to Indicate
that net revenue is Inversely related to nearness of popula*
tlon oenters. This Is a very surprising result. Upon re-»
•xaainatlon. It can be reasoned that this result could be
based on the fact that certain types of enterprises draw nore
customers from distant popiilation centers or from transients.
Another possible explanation is that customers My be attract*
ed to isolated facilities. This would probably be true for
vacation farms, shooting preserves, hunting areas and cai^j
grounds. This will be examined further by recreation types in
a later section.
This percentage of variation explained by regression,
wms .75. This means that only 25 percent of the variation In
net revenue was not explained by the independent variables.
The overall test of the significance of the regression was
i-\ a
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slgoifiosat At the .05 Xeyel (table 6) and the four Tarlablea
were isportant in explaining net revenue.
In all follawing regreaslon aaalsrcttSf the F teet is
oaltted beoauee eaeh regression has ozHy one dependent and
one lndep«ident variable. This makes the test of the F ratio
duplicate the "t" test on the significance of the "b" values
because. In this case, P • t^ (21, p. I85).
Total Investaent Thru 1964
Only 30 of the original 31 observatloiw were used in the
total regression because of laok of data for one observation
(table 7}« The observation was one of the three riding
stables so this also eliminated the possibility of testing
the effeet of total Investaent for this recreation type.
Total Investment thru 1964, X^, proved to be slgnlfl-
cantly positive at the «05 level when all possible observa*
tions were tested (table 7). However, the percentage of the
variation explained the regression equation, was only
.39* the regression values in table 6 for all observations
correspond very olosely to the values given for the sane
variable in the sultiple sregression of table 6» However,
exaaination of the values for the individual recreation
typos shows a wide variance which could possibly account for
the ,39 value for the total case.
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The Investiacint raxiabXe for shootlnc: preserves is
slsnlfieant oiay at the .25 level. EeTln« enlx four ebeerra*
tlons leaves only two degrees of freedom end this Muses the
test velue for "t" to be rather large. %e value of is
•58 vhieh is hl^er than the value for the total regrssslon*
This ladloates that Xj^ is probably a fairly loportant variable
In explaining variance in tha net revenue of shooting pre
serves.
For vacation farms, variable did not approach any
reasonable level of significance. Therefore, it mm assuaed
that total inveatment was not iaportant in explaining vari*
ance In net revenue of this reereation type.
Variable for hunting areas proved to be eXmBt signify
leant at the .20 level even thoui^ total investment thru 196^
for two of the four observations ims zero. The value of
was indicating that a large proportion of the variance in
net revenue of htinting areas could be explained by total in*
vestnent.
The regression for fishing waters was not significant
and the value for was only .02 indieating that there was
no relationship between net revenue and level of investmit
for this type of recreation.
The regressira on caap grounds was significant at the
•20 level. Again* having only four observations raised the
test value of "t". The value of R^ was .?2 which Indicates
42
could actually b« quite important In explalnlne the varl-
anoe In net revenue for this type of recreation facility.
The two remalnins riding stables, not Included in indl-
•Idual aaal^sla* bad a 19^^ net revenue of $1300 and $0 and
a total lereX of iavestae&t thru 19^ of #7212 and $5^7^^
reffpeetively.
Advertising Expense in 1964
Advertising ezpense In 1964, X^r vas not significantly
related to 1964 net revenue In the regression analysis for all
observations (table 8). The value was only -001 which lndl«
oated a oos^letely random relationship. This differs greatly
froa the insults of the saae variable in the oultiple regres*
sion (table 6}» which indloatea that there say be inter*
eorrelation when the effeets of the other variables are not
rewved, as was the case in the sEoltiple regression.
The individual results of shooting preserves, vacation
farms and fishing waters are not significant and have very low
values of (table 6),
The 1964 advertising expense, X^, for csLsup grounds was
significantly positive at the .20 level which tends to lndi«
cate some relationship to 1964 net revenue for this type of
reoreation. ^e value of waa *75 and this aupporta the
previous oonolusion.
Variable X2 for riding stables was not signifleant* Hav*
ing only three observations and only one degree of freedom
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caused the test value for "t" to be quite large. The values
for "b" and "t" were negative In this case Trtilch would tend
to support a ooncluslon that 1964 advertising expense was
negatively eorreXated to 1964 net revenue for this type of
recreation. The value of would tend to support this
conclusion*
Hunting areas irare not Included in this regression be«
cause only one observation had an advertising expense In 1964.
The expense was $12 end net revenue was $1100. The net revenue
values for the others were |175» $100, and zero#
Total Xea^-ly Labor Expense
Total yearly labor expense. was significantly posi
tive at the ,05 level when all observations ware tested (table
9)* The value of was only *24 Indicating that this vari*
able probably explains only a saall portion of the variance
in net revenue. The values of "b* and "t" correspond very
closely to those obtained from the multiple regression (table
6} which tends to support the conclusion that this variable
is actually liiq;>ortant but does not explain a great deal of
variance.
Total yearly labor expense* Xy for shooting preserves
2
was not significant and the B value was only .04 (table 9}«
This indicates that this variable was not particularly tmpoT^
tant in explaining variance In net revenues for this type of
recreation*
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Varlabda for vac>ation farms proved to be non-algnlfl*
eant and had a TaXue for of only .001. This eztreaely loir
'nJLue Indicates that there Is a purely razvloa 3relatlonshlp
between total yeaxOy labor expense and net revenue for this
recreation type.
Fishing waters also received non^signlflcant values of
••b" and «t« when regressed with variable The value of R
was .lO.
Variable for can^s grounds was not significant but the
value of was indicating that coiad explain a greater
portion of the variance in net revenues of this type of recre
ation.
For riding stables* the "t" ^ues of variable X3 began
to appsroach a greater level of significance. Having only one
degree of freedom associated with the three observations
greatly increased the significance level of the "t* tost
value. The value of .6^ indicated a greater percentage of
explained variance.
Hunting areas were not included In this individual type
regression on labor expense because only one observation used
any labor* The levels of 1^6^ net revenue and total yearly
labor expense for this observation were respectively t 11100
azid |210. Levels of 1964 net revenue for the other three
observations are indicated in Appendix C.
^7
LocatlonaX Density
The locatlonaX density variable« was not signifi
cantly related to 196^ net revenue In the reeresslon for all
observations (table 10)* The value of was only .02 uhleh
Indleates a randoa relationship. However, in the woltlple
regression analysis (table 6)« this variable was significantly
ne^tlve at the #05 level. Kore confidence wotild be placed on
the miltlple regression analysis because it also resioves the
effects of the other variables* In the single-variable re
gression« effects of other variables can compound the effect
of the tested variable. Upon con^letlon of the aultlple
regression* It was reasoned that the negative effect idght be
based i^n oertaln reoreational types i^loh were net as de<»
pendent on loeatlonal density. These types were shooting
preservest vaoation farms« hunting areas and camp grounds.
Another factor to be considered is the physical chaz^oter*
istics of these enterprises. Location according to physical
characteristics niay be more in^rtant in some oases than loca
tion in regard to population centers. Shooting preserves*
hunting areas, canq;) grounds and fishing waters nay be valid
examples of this consideration. These types of recreation
have to be looated where physical terrain la ooaplenentary to
the nature of the proposed activities.
Looatlonal density* X^, for shooting preserves was sig
nificant at only the .30 level (table 10). However, the value
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Of R ims .5^ Inlieating an oxpXanatlon of 5^ poroont of tho
TarlMoo In not roTonuo, Tho *b* valuo mts nogativo whloh
indleatos that tho ontorpriaos of this typo vhloh aro noro
reaotoly looatod haTo a greater net revenue* This relation*
ship aay be due to the effects of other factors stated in the
prerious paragraph.
Variable for vacation farms* hunting areas, fishing
waters and canp grotmds was not significant and low values
were obtained for (table 10). The *b* values for these
areas were negative and aay be due to the effeota of the pre*
vioualy presented faotors.
For riding stables, looational density waa not aignifl*
oant but did have a positive value. The value of was only
•16 but the data indicates that this recreation type nay
actually be directly dependent on distance and size of popula*
tion centers.
Advertising Expense of First Year
First year advertising expense, variable x^, was tested
on the individual recreation categories. As previously stat*
•d, this variable was not originally oonsldered to be iaqpor*
tant in explaining the variance in 1964 net revenue. However,
exaaination of the correlation matrix indicated a significant
relationship so regressions were estioiated using this as the
independent variable.
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For shooting preserves, variable proved to be algnlfi-
A
oant at the .10 level and the value of R was .88 (table 11),
This Indicates that first-year advertising expense explains a
slgnifleant aaount of the variance in net revenue for this
type of recreation activity* This high correlation aay be
partially due to the lorn law that requires shooting preserves
to have the entire perlMter of their area posted with signs
at frequent Intervals. The alnlmum area for a shooting pre
serve to be licensed Is 320 acz*es« so the expense of posting
is quite high. Another factor irtilch could be Involved Is that
these areas usually rely quite heavily on sports shows for
advertising after the Initial year of operation.
Variable for vacation farms was not signiflcamt and
had an R of only *03 indicating a random relationship* This
•ay be caused by the fact that these types of recreation ad»
vertise primarily once a year and usually in only one or two
sourcest such as a listing of vacation farms published In
Chicago. Thereforet each year's advertising expense is approx*
ioately the same relatively low-cost outlay.
For fishing waters, variable was highly significant
even at the .001 level. The value of was -92 indicating
that this variable explains a great deal of variance in net
revenue for these areas. These enterprises usually use direc
tional signs and then rely en word-of-aouth advertising* This
may partially account for the high correlation for* as one
operator said, **The news of a good fishing hole gets around"•
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First ymr adTsrtlslns expense for caap grounds was *1-
sost significant at the .10 level. The yalue of was .79
Indicating that this variable was proliably li^portant In
explaining the variance In net revenue.
Variable X5 for riding stables mis not significant, aX«
though the value of was .Bi*. The "b" value mts negative
but no oonfidenoe could be placed on this fact due to the
presence of only three observationss
Case Studies
Due to the fact that some of the recreation types oon*
tained only one or tvo obserrations* the analysis of these
enterprises ms not inoluded in the regressions* These data
are presented in this section in the form of oase studies.
Specific characteristics of these areas vere discussed with
the other enterprises in the second chapter and the proceding
portion of this chapter. The complete listing of data is
contained in Appendix C to allow Individual comparisons with
other entez^prises.
21214 sports areas
These two enterprises are not actually eoatparable in
nature of faoilities. The trap shooting enterprise initiated
as a project for the participation of the operator and his
friends. It was then developed into an enterprise in an
attempt to recoup part of the investment• The main operation
53
is atilX for personal pleasure so the operator Is not atteiapt*
ing to •axiaise profit, as is illustrated the eo^paratively
low net revenue of |200.
The siniatura golf and go^oart enterprise Is oriented
toward profit naxlalzatlon. The aechanloal repairs and aain*
tenance of the facilities are done by the operator and this
tends to mlniOLlze the investment and operating expenses of the
enterprise. The operator said that If he used hired labor
for this work* his net revenue would probably be a negative
figure. He increased his use of advertising In an atteapt to
attract eustoaers froa a greater distance and reported a a«all
degree of success.
aaEsaal. esssais. ax. hiatorio«i «re>8
This enterprise was a cave which relied upon natural and
scenic attractions. The present operator purchased the opera*
tlon in i960 as part of a farm so his actual Investment in
the recreation enterprise is relatively small compared to the
yearly value of net revenue» Illustrated by data In Appendix C«
The advertising expense was of a consistent level
included signs» brochures and aass aisdla* The operator was
undecided about increasing this expense which tends to Indl*
oate a nearly optlsail level and distribution of advertising.
The enterprise was located on a secondary highway near
a city of below minimum size. This was a college community so
the actual population was Increased during most of the year.
5^
Al8o« this typ* of looatlonal density nay not be truly
releTant.
aiBtej: SDorts areas
This enterprise was a ski slope ifhloh ma solely depend*
ent en the veather for the length of Its operating season.
The season was usually only three to five weekends a year and
this was Insufficient to cover operating costs.
The operator said that a snoH«>TBaklng machine was a neces-*
sary Investment for economical operation, however. In his oase,
the rate of customer attendance would not support the invest*
aent and opei^tlng costs of this equipment. He biased the lew
attendance on the laok of a good ooaaunlty attitude toward his
enterprise.
Advertising expense was extremely low for each year and
this nay have enlarged the problem of low customer numbers.
Hfiter sports
This enterprise, a aarlna, started operation In 1963 with
Farmers Home Administration and local bank financing. The
widely varied facilities Included a oaap ground and arestaurant•
The total Inveatnent was higher than for aost enterprises,
but the enterprise was also Intended to produce a slxeable por*
tloa of the family Income. The low net revenue so far Is said
to be due to the Inexperience of the operators. It Is expect
ed to li^srove as the operators gain this experience, especially
In pricing.
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Adve2*tl8lng expense has been Increased in an effort to
attract additional customers. Niuiber of eostomera has riaea
but there Is no actual proof that the two were related. Ad»
Yertlslng expenditures In 1964 were seTeral times larger than
first irear exponditures,
SSlL courses
This 18*hole course started in 1961 and has shown a
steady growth* Nine holes were used the first years and the
second nine added in 1964.
This enterprise is located within one mile of Oes Koines
which gives it the highest locational density Talua* This may
explain a portion of the large net revenua.
ZnTestment in faoilitles is high because of the large
land area and extenslTe improvements required for the l8-hole
eourse.
Advertising was used in the first year and then reliance
was placed on word-of-nouth advertising. This seemed to be
sufficient I as Indicated by the steady Increase in net revenue
and customer numbers.
Customer Charaoteristios
SMSi
The prevalent type of customers for these enterprises was
family groups of mixed ages. These groups were primarily
urban residents within the state.
56
yiatiing iwtera
predoalnant oustos»ra for these areas were about
•Tenly distributed between sale and family groups. The pre*
dominant age range was between 21 and 65t although the total
range included all ages« The origin of these ottstoners was
primarily urban within Iowa* Howevert some eustoaers a3pe from
rural areas and enterprises near the edge of the state draw
^ulte heavily on out«ofestate residents.
Custosers of these areas were primarily sen between the
ages of 36 to 65* They were mostly urban residents of lomt.
ailln& stables
Children between the ages of 10 to 20 were the primary
eustoaers of these enterprises. They were mostly from within
the state's urban population.
Yaeation ^uss.
The customers of these enterprises depend on the type
serred by the operator. Some operate only for children and
others only for families. The ohildren were usually below 15
years of age while parents of family groups ranged between 21
and 50 years. They were mostly urban residents and were about
erenly divided between residents of Iowa and other states.
ahootinic pye^eyyey
The major group of customers were men between the ages
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of 21 and 65. They were primarily urban residents equally
dlTlded between Zowa and other states*
£iSM ttSSSA MS&Sl
Custosers of these enterprises varied from sostly bob to
family groups depending on the aotual type of reereatlon faoll*
ities available. The age range also varied between the two
enterprises. The customers of the trap shooting enterprise
ranged between the ages of J6 to 50 while the miniature golf
and go-cart enterprise x^mged froa 10 to 20 yestrs of age. The
customers of both areas were urban and rural Iowa residents*
fptyrrt,. «oenlo. &£SM
Family groups between the ages of 21 to 35 were the prev*
alent type of eustomers. They were mostly rural Iowa residents.
Ms£ iBSZte MSia.
The customer type ms mainly family groups of all ages
and were urban Iowa residents.
iUA£a£ SSSXiS. &£&&S.
nie prevalent customer type was groups of sen ai^ families
up to age 50 and were mainly urban Zowa residents.
Traits of a Sueoessful Kamger
Svary operator was asked to Indicate his opinion as to
the personality traits required of the successful manager of
an "ideal" enterprise of the operator's type. Every operator
56
stated that an ability and interest in nesting and helping
people ims the aost ioportant.
groimds
Operators of this rsersation type considered it li^rtaat
that a Manager haya aoas knowledgs of eaaping* soas othsr
btislBSSs experienee and Individual initiative. Less Important
traits vere neat personal appearance and level of education.
Ptghtaff HEtfirs
X^>ortant traits of fishing water nanagers were soae
knowledge of fishing, individual initiative and patience.
Characteristics rated of less iaiportanee were neat personal
appearance, previous business experience and level of eduoa
tion. Ags of the aanager was not considered ia^rtant.
ftZSU
The only characteristics considered very important to a
•onager of this type were interest and personality. Other
traits were not as Important but some were considered helpful.
Personal appearance was not designated as being of any i^or*
tance.
BlSlM gtables
Knowledge of horses was deeaed an Inportaat wuiagerlal
trait along with previous business experience, individual in
itiative and an approxinate ago between 30 to 50 years. One
59
operator stated that to have teen<-age children was aliaost a
necessity because of the great amount of time required for
supervision of the enterprise. Personal appearance and educa*
tion were eonsldered as other l^ortant assets*
Vaeation faras
For these enterprises, aanagerial traits considered Terjr
inportant were sooe knowledge of vacation farms* previous
business experience. Individual initiative and patience.
Other helpful characteristics were neat personal appearance
and education. Age of the aanager was also an Important oon«*
sideratlon due to the long working hours during the operating
season.
preserves
Very inportant considerations for these areas were soae
knowledge of hunting* previous business experience and indi
vidual initiative* Personal appearance* level of education
and age could be helpful traits. Older age could be restrict
tive because of the great quantity of work required, and a
yomig manager might not gain the respect and confidence of the
customers.
£iSld ffppfftfff ar.a»
Managers of areas of this type felt that aajor require-
mats were so«e knowledge of the recreation type* previous
business experience* individual initiative and interest.
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Other iB^ortant oharacterlfitics varied with the actual faelXi«
ties available,
SfcSBZBlt S^SBiSL areas
"Ideal** aanagera of this recreation type nould need eoae
knowledge of the faellitlee and individual initiative. Soae
previous bnaineee ezperienee would also be helpful, Personal
appearanoot edueation and age were not considered iaportant.
tnoTta areas
For this type of recreatlont en "Ideal" nanager would
need individual Initiative and knowledge about the facilities.
Other traits could be helpful and older age night beooae pre*
elusive*
SSlL coMTsma
Very laportant traits of golf coxurse aanagers would be
knowledge of golf« individual Initiative and previous business
experience. Personal appearance, and education were consid
ered helpful and old age could beooae precluslve.
Characteristics of a Successful Enterprise
Every operator was also asked to indicate his opinions
as to the requironents of an "ideal" enterprise of the amm
type. All indioated that cleanliness and a neat appearance
were especially vital to the success of any recreation enter«»
prise.
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grounds
These operators consider it Terr iaportant to have soaa
unique oharaoteristioal attraction, be located on a highway,
have good adTertislng and have an area of at least 20 acres.
They also say that a favorable attitude In the nearby coa«
•unity Is helpful.
flffhjlBff »terfl
Advertising, location on a hlghifay, comaomlty attitude
and having a unique attraction were considered as important
attributes of successful enterprise. The aooaptable
size was between 10 and kO aores* Operators said that nothing
would help without plenty of gaae*slsed fish to be caught.
Important assets of an "Ideal" hunting area were consld«
ered to be advertising, a \mlque attraction and a favorable
coasnmlty attitude. The choices of alnlmua slse of facilities
ranged between 20 and 200 acres.
gtablea
Operators of these enterprises considered it very i^>or-
tant to be located within one or two nlles of a highway.
Other charaeterlstics said to be Inportant were favorable cob*
nmity attitude and a unique attraction. One operator said
it was liqjortant to have wooded trails which were not located
along a public road. The mlnlmuB size was considered to bo
160 acres with trail access to other areas.
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laisa
It vas oonaidarad veiy loqiortaBt to haro aoaa tmiquo
attraction for this rooroatlon tjrpo. Other Important assets
were adTertlslng^ location on a hlghiwy and a favorable coo*
•unltx attitude. The mlnlwia acceptable size was between 100
and 200 acres.
ahootlng preservea
Coazaunlty attitude was stated to be one of the most la*
portant considerations of these areas because the hunting area
usually extended onto neighboring lands by acquired access.
AdTertlslng and good public relations were considered to be
other Tltal assets* It was said that an "Ideal" enterprise
wotad hare other attractions for out of season activity and
have to be located not more than 90 alnutes away froa a large
elty. The mlnlmuH olae for a state license Is 320 acres.
However« greater size or access Is an asset*
Field snorts
Variation In actual facilities offered would require
different charact.rl.tlo. for th. .nterprlse. Having a con
cession ataad, good adTortlslng am a favorable ooMunlty
attltud. were oensldor«l holpful. The mlnlBal size was about
3 aores.
HlSBStiL# Ifisalfi 2£ historical areas
Advertising and having a concession staxid were stated
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be la^rtant attributes of an enterprise of this type.
Ka£S£ «P0rt« a£SM
Zsportant oharacteristies of these areas vere adTertising
and another unique attraction* The minlnuBi area for a success-
fill marina was said to be about 10 acres.
KlaSSE ££&£l£ S£ae£
This was a ski area and the operator considered coamunit/
attitude, good slopes* advertising and teaTing a snow»aakin8
naohine as essential to a sueoessful enterprise. An area of
30 aeres wu considered to be the adnisum working size*
9PlT
Having a concession stand or restaurant and being located
on a hi^way near a large city were the most Important assets
to an "ideal" golf course. Advertising was also considered
important and the mlnlitum size was set at 160 acres 18*
hole*
Competition
Operators of natural, scenic or historieal areas, winter
sports areas and water sports areas did not feel that they had
•uch co]q;>etition from other recreation areas for their custom
ers*
Hunting areas, fishing waters, camp grounds and shooting
preserves received strong competition from public recreation
6^
areas. State parks and county conservation board areas were
the stronsest oofflpetltors, and operators felt that this oob*
petltl^e area was growing.
Operators of riding stables* golf courses and natural*
seeiiie or hlstorioal areas felt that they reoelYed oos^tltion
frea ether types of recreation asreas « both publle and private.
Future Intentions and "Different Procedures if Starting Over"
Host operators intend to expand the facilities of their
enterprises except where they are already limited by the
availability of land. Operators of fishing waters, shooting
preserves* water sports areas azid golf courses all tend toward
expansion of their enterprises. These intended expansions are
usually In the form of an Increase in the variety of faelll«
ties rather than the sice of existing ones. Operators of nat»
ural* seenlo or hlstorioal areas* field sports areas* riding
stables and hunting areas usually intended no change In their
existing facilities. Vacation fana and camp ground operators
had varied intentions between expansion and no change. The
operator of the winter sports area was reducing the sise of
his operation because it was too dependent on the weather
the enterprise would not support a snow^naklng aaohlne.
A few operators Indicated that they would not eater the
reereatlOB business If they were oonslderlng starting over.
Others lodloated that they would oonslder other variables
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before aaklng any decision and aoae stated that tbey would
pick a different looatloa.
Mijor ProbleM
The largest single problea indicated by every type of
operator was the high cost and the difflcixlty in obtaining
liability insurance. Many enterprises operated without this
coverage and the yearly eost of adequate insurance would heve
been greater than their net revenue. Other probless were
Minor conplaints such as having a few inconsiderate custoaers«
problems In obtaining qualified hired labor and soae resent-
went to paying a fee for recreation.
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COKCLUSIOHS
SuanarT'
Th« ebj«etlT«8 of thia mtvAj af faraar omad and operated
recreation enterprises in Xowa werei (1) to deteraine the
sueoess and failure eleaents of these entexprlsest soaethlng
of the nagnitude of these eleaents, and (2) to provide a basis
for suggesting more detailed research in the field of outdoor
recreation. Underlying the objective ms a need to leam soae<
thing of the role farmer owned and operated recreation eireas
aight play in removing excess land and labor resources froa
agriculture*
Bxamination of available literature showed one Halted
surrey whioh provided an estiaate of the nuaber of suoh enter*
prises and the various types of facilities provided. Thru
cooperation with the Iowa Faraers Hoae Adalnlstrationt a aail
survey of that agency's area representatives indicated kS
faraer-owned and operated incoae producing recreation enter*
prises in the state which had been in operation for one com*
plete season or longer, A personal interview with each opera
tor was conducted and 37 usable observations were obtained.
The results of these Interviews showed a wide variation
in the type of facilities offered by the various recreation
areas. There was also a great range in facilities of enter
prises within recreation types. The fees charged by these
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enterprises were quite eoaparable over the state and also with
other regions of the United States, Average yearly nunbor of
eustOBOrs varied widely. Veekly labor requlresents wore rola«
tlvoly grmter for oortaln types of rooroatlon while others
varied in intonsivonoss botwoen soasons.
The range of operating expenses varied betwoon rsoreatloa
types depending ohlefly on slse and amount of facilities,
Sone of the recreation types had only one or two observa*
tlons which made statistical analysis laposslble. Multiple
regression analysis was used to test correlation between 1964
net revenue and 1964 advertising expense« total investment
thru 1964, locatlonal density and total yearly labor expense*
Single variable regressions weire used to examins thoso offsets
bsr rsorsation typo* Those analyses wore tested on the Individ-
ual typos duo to the wide variation in eharacteristios between
the different types, Bxaninatlon of the correlation natrlx
of the aultlple regression indicated a significant relation*
ship between 1964 net revenue and first year advertising so
this variable was also tested on the recreation types.
In the m\iltlple regression, all Independent variables
were significant at the .05 level. The "b" values for looa*
tlonal density and 1964 advertising expense wore negativo»
indioating an inverse relationship*
Total invostaent thru 1964 was slgnifioant at .25 level
for oaap grounds and at .20 level for hunting areas and shoot«>
Ing preserves. It was not significant for vacation farms or
iB
fishing wtmrm*
AdTertlslng •zprnise in 196*^ »• not signlfloantlr related
to 196^ net rerenue of shooting preserres, vacation farms«
fishing waters and riding stables* This variable was positive*
Ijr significant at the *20 level for oaa^ grounds*
Total yearly labor expense was not significantly oorre*
lated to 1964 net revenue for shooting presejrvest vaeatlon
farms, fishing waters and cojip groxmls* This Tarlable ap«
proached significance for riding stables evon with only ono
degree of freadoa,
Looational donsity for vacation farms» hunting areas,
fishing mteirs and oavp grounds was not significant. This
variable was not significant for riding stables but did have
a positive value* For shooting preserves the variable was
negatively significant at *30 level, indicating that reaote**
ness is an asset to this type of recreation* This reoroatloa
type draws customers from the larger urban oentors and these
people nay be attracted to a aoro remote location for its
aesthetic value*
First yoar advertising expense was significant at the *10
level for shooting preserves and camp grounds and at the *001
level for fishing waters. This indicates that initial adver-
tislng is an Important consideration to these recreation types.
This variable was not significant for vacation farms or riding
stables.
Success traits of a good manager were indicated ^ each
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opermtor and th« noat lflQ>ortant was an abllitT- and Intarast
in veetlns and helping people. Other laportant traits iiere
knowledge of the reereation type, indlTldual initiative,
interest, prevloas business experience and patience* Opera*
tors of some reereation types considered it laportant that a
Manager have a neat personal appearance and an adequate level
of education. Older age could become precluslve to a nanager
of a few recreation enterprises*
Success characteristics of an "ideal" enterprise were
also indicated bj each operator* The aost iBQ>ortant was a
clean and neat appearance of the faGllities. fer aanr types,
operators Indioated li^rtance in having a unique eharacter«*
istloal attraction, advertising, favorable community attitude
and location near a highway.
Answers to questions on future Intentions and "different
procedures if starting over" indicated a feeling of optimism
toward the future of these enterprises. Most operators were
Intending to expand their operations by adding other types of
facilities.
An inventory of custoaer oharacteristies was 00Bq>iled
In an attempt to delineate the denand population for eaoh type
of enterprise* This would be of value in choosing samples for
a study on denand for recreation within the state. These char
acteristics were classified according to age, sex, family unit
and residence. Kost recreation types reported a dominance of
urban Iowa customers. The age, sex and family unit usually
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varied aooordins to the recreation type and faoilitiea avail*
able. Vacation farms and enterprises along the state border
reported a proalnence of ottt*of*state eustovers.
The aajor problems of these enterprises were exaained in
order to see if any problen was worthy of further study. Moat
enterprises reported a difficulty in obtaining and a high cost
of liability insurance.
State and county public recreation az^as were reported as
the aajor coopetitlon to the farmer owned and operated enter*
prises* This tends to indicate a competitive effect of govern*
aent aid to outdoor recreation.
The analysis of these recreation enterprises did not
indioate any ianediate withdrawal of a significant amount of
agriottltural resouroes* However* these enterprises seen
ideally suited to the charactertistics of marginal lands. The
labor* capital and some of the land contained in these recrea*
tlonal facllltiea would have been used for agrlciatural pro
duction had It not been for the recreation enterprise. Host
operators expressed an intention to expand facilities and ma
optimistic outlook for the future. This indicates a need for
more stiidy in the areas of demand* liability* eeonomie i^>aot
of consumption and competition of supply in order to assist
these and future operators to make the best possible decisions
in regard to their operation*
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Racoan«ndations
This last section of this study is devoted to the intro*
duotion of areas for further sti^ ia reereatim. The need
for these studies was illustrated ia the results of this sur*
•ex aad in the references. The reeoaaDSnded areas of study are
deaaad» liability, eoonoaie ii^aot and coapetition in supply,
C&aaoi
This area needs analysis to determine actual deaand
sehedules for indication of the potential magnitude of busi
ness to a recreation type* Two approaches lend theneelres to
a study of demand charaoteristies.
The first is a user saaple approach. This ifould be a
surrey of the actual users at a recreation site. This type of
approach would lend itself to deterainins the actual origin
and type of eustoaer and obtaining reliable information about
the preferences of recreation customers.
The second approach would be a population sample. The
size of the population for saispllng would probably be depend*
ent upon time and funds available but possibilities would
range froa a city population to a regional or aatioaal basia.
A study based on this approach would allow projection for the
total population of such things as type and Interval of par
ticipation and the percentage of the population actively par-
ticipating.
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Both of theso approaehea eoold oolloet data for dotor*
•Ini&s doaand aohodulaa* To obtain tha aost datalXod infona*
tion* this data would havo to bo olaasiflod hy Yarloua aethods.
Zt should bo oxamlnod for oaoh typo of recreation and classl*
fled aoeordlns to Age, 8ex« level of education, orlginp Incoae
level, occupation and possibly other characterlstlca such as
race* The derivation of deaand schedules would require either
saspllng at similar recreation types of different entrance
fees or else asking customers about their actions at tha saoe
enterprise at different fees. Possibly both of those Bsthods
could bo used and cooiMirod.
This study attempted to delineate the denand population
for oaoh typo of recreation enterprise in Iowa. Samples based
on this Information would probably contain a higher percentage
of active participants than a completely random sample. This
oould eliminate a great deal of unsuccessful Interviews but
would limit the projections to the sample limitations. Per*
haps smaller samples of populations outside the min rostrlo*
tions could be used without muoh loss of slgnifioanee for over«
all projections or sohedules.
Liability
A definite need for a study in the areas of liability and
insuranoo was Illustrated in the results of this study. Dif*
flculty in obtaining adequate liability Insurance or its great
cost was usually stated as one of the major problems of aost
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enterprises.
Detailed analrele of the present llabllltsr laws and their
effect on recreation enterprises should be initiated* Then
deterBinatiMi shoiild be aade as to what the laws should bo in
order to sorre their purpose to sooietr and the Individual.
The next step would be proposals of change in the exlatlns
laws to fit this end.
Another portion of a llabllltj study should Include
analysis of insurance cotapanles as to their basis and require-
vents for coverage and costs. Other possibilities for cover-
age such as organising a regional autual coi^juussTt organisa*
tion on a principle suoh as workaans* compensation or organ*
isatlon of a govemaoat supported eoapany should also be
•zaaiaed and considered. Obtaining Halted liability by
incorporation should also be considered.
A study in this area could Illustrate the actual lnqMict
of recreation customers on the econonjy of the ooaanunity. ^Riis
would probably have to be based on a relatively smll oo»»
vunity. isany operators consider comamity attitude as being
loportant to the suooess of their enterprises. Analysis on
eoonoaio ii^aot eould create a aore favorable attitude tosard
these rocreation enterprises.
The approach to this study could be aimed at sampling
actual customers of nearby enterprises and obtaining data on
7^
•zponditures nflul« In the oonmonity area. Thla data would haTe
to be collected on the amount spent. Its locational breakdown
and the type of coanodltles obtained. This would give other
buslnessnen in the oom»unlty an approxlzoate effect that rec*
reatlon oustoaere would ha^e on the different types of buslnes*
see. Zf this effect was a faTorable Increase In sales, cor*
•amity attitude toward recreation enterprises would probably
Iqpro^e.
Analysis of competition could be contained in a study on
the supply of recreation facilities. Various levels of gov-
emnent are assisting the increase of private and publlo
recreation facilities, which tend to coog^ete between thew*
selves. This study on supply of facilities and their later^
relationships oould lead to sobs useful proposals for changes
In govemwent assistance to the recreation field.
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Iowa Agricultural and Home Economics Experiment Station FFl
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 4-10-65
Research Project 1094
RECREATIONAL USES OF AGRICULTURAL LAND RESOURCES
A. NAME OF OPERATOR; (please print).
B. ADDRESS: C. COUNTY:
D. TYPE OF RECREATION: (check those which apply)
1. Fishing 2. Boating 3. Swimming 4. Water Skiing 5. Golf_
6. Skiing 7. Hiking 8, Horse Riding 9. Camping 10. Marina_
11. Farm Vacation 12. Picnicking 13. Hunting 14. Shooting Range,
15. Other (please specify).^
E. CHARACTERISTICS OF RECREATION ENTERPRISE:
1. Operated in addition to farming (a) Yes
(b) No
2. (a) Outdoor (b) Indoor
3. Income Producting (a) Yes
(b) No
4. (a) Privately Owned (b) Publically Owned
5. (a) Privately Managed (b) Managed by Public Employee
6. (a) Managed by Farm Operator (b) Owned by Farm Operator
7, Open to Public (a) At a Fee
(b) Membership only
(c) Free
(d) Not Open to Public
8. Length of time in Existence (a) One complete season
(b) Less than one year ^
(c) More than one year
F. REMARKS:
Please return the completed form to: Mr. Leonard Bull
Department of Economics
East Hall
Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa 50010
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1961 „
„
1963
1964 ^
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chlldraa
balov 10 years
10 thru 15
16 chru 20
21 thru 35
36 chru SO
51 thru 65
over 63
All ages
urban
rural
local
out of state
Date
Cheek all
that flpplv
FF2
Cheek one
moat prevalent
8. LABORS
Operator & vlfe,
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hours per veek (id season) Service
Qiildreo.
b,. Hired.
9< APmTi:smcg
B„ Slgoa
<off seasott) Maintetuiace
hours per week
tins period from
pay (total) _______
unpaid
nufflber of people
cIm period from
hours per veek
pay (totsl) __
r.hru
thru
PT-a
total expenditure lat year
total expenditure 1964
earinated life
total expenditure other years
bo Brochurea<
value used Ist year
value used 1964
c, Radio^ newspaper, other mass laadla-
value used 1st year
value uaed 1964
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valoe used Isc year
value used 1964
eo Do you plan to iacrease your use of advertlslcxg In the future?
y®® undecided
€o Tovsrd ^ihom Is your advertising directed?
rerldents vithla 30 miles
larger urban centers nere than 30 loiles distant
transients
other CSPSCm) _
10. QPHEAinaiS KXPgHSaSs (NOT CAPITAL ADDmONS)
So total 1st year
bo total 1964
Co average
11, GROSS IHVgSTMEH'll'Ss
as Land (acres)
bo Capital
Total to date
Ist year date I960 1961 1962 1963 1964
Co Labor (capital) ^
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a« Pood or lake
bo Slectrieal systen
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d, Sevage disposal
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13. CRBDtT:
Be Amount
bo Source ASC
FHA
Bank
Insurance Co.
Other (SPBCm)
c« Interest rate X
do Tern ______
14. MCVKMUMs
ap Gross« 1st year $ date
1960 S
1961 $
1962 $
1963 $
1964 §
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1960 $_
1961 $_
1962 $.
1963 $.
1964 $_
c. Operators estloate of oet return £roo aama laod, labor and capital applied
to hlfl farming operation loatead of racreatloa^
QgBRATOR VlgWPOtyrS Qg RBQOILHStgWS OF A SUCCSSSm MAMAQgRi
Ao Ability £> Interest In nsetlng and
helping people
bo SooB knowledge of recreation type
Cs Personal appearance
d, Bualoess ability and experience
Og Initiative
fo Education
8 c Age
Very Xapt. IiBpt» Little l^>t<
QgKRATOR VlPIPOarfS OB RKQUIRPgWXS Of A SPCCESSFPL KWIKRPRISB OF SAIg TOBa
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